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I. INTRODUCTION

Literacy rate is one of the core indicators used to measure social
development. As the gaugeof the extent to which populations pos-
sessthe rudimentary skills of reading and writing, it is usually taken,
along with other indicators, to reflect the quality of human resource
and even the quality of life of a society. Moreover, plannersand poli-
cy makers need estimates of literacy rate to evaluate past perform-
ance and to formulate more responsive education policies. To under-
score its importance, literacy rate has annual targets in the Five-Year
Philippine Development Plan, 1978-1982. In the Macro Component
of the Economic and Social Impact Analysis/Women-in-Development
(ESIA/WID) Project, literacy rate is the key indicator of the educa-
tion sector framework.

Literacy data, however, are relatively scarce becauseof the costs
involved in their collection and processing. In the Philippines, lite-
racy counts are conducted in the census of the population that is
undertaken roughly every ten years; past censuses were in 1903,
1918, 1939, 1948, 1960, 1970, and most recently, 1980 (Table 1).

This paper addresses the problem of generating annual literacy
rate estimates to fill the gap between planning considerations and the
scantinessof statistics on literacy.

II. ANALYSIS OF LITERACY RATE

Literacy data in the Philippines have been gathered-in censusesof
the population since 1903 (Table 1). The collection procedure is as
follows: the respondent, a responsible member of the household, is

EconomicDevelopmentAnalyst,EconomicandSocialImpactAnalysis/Wo-
menin DevelopmentProject,MacroComponent,StatisticalCoordinationOffice,
NationalEconomicandDevelopmentAuthority.
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This hypothesis (that enrollment determines the number of lite-
rates) is supported by a report done by McGranahan and others for
UNRISD in which a cross-sectionalcorrelation matrix was drawn up
for 73 indicators basedon data from 115 countries to determine

their correspondence with socioeconomic development (McGrana-
han et al. 1972, p. 55). The correlation coefficient between literacy
rate andcombinedprimary and secondaryenrollment rate was 0.948.

Moreover, an analysisof the 1960 and 1970 data of literacy rate
for the Philippines, by selectedminimum ages(10 years old and over,
15 years old and over, and 25 yearsold and over), showsthat literacy
rate decreasesas the selected minimum age of its target population
increases(see Table 2). Thus, in 1960, the literacy rate for both
sexesis 72.1 percent for the population 10 years old and over, 71.9
percent for those 15 years old and over, and 64.5 percent for those
25 years old and over.

These numbers are indicative,: perhaps, of the fact that relatively
more schoolingopportunities are available to children today ascom-
pared to their peers in earlier generations.Furthermore, the implica-
tion is that, despite the steeply pyramidal population structure of
the Philippines, the formal school system is achieving its basicob-
jective which is to inculcate literacy skills in students.

However, the 1960 and 1970 data also suggestthat the scope of
the nonformal education system still leaves many things to be de-
sired. There is probably a lack of institutional outreach programsfor
people who dropped out of or were not able to attend school, so
that the population 25 years and over exhibits a level of literacy
rate substantially below that of population groups with lower mini-
mum ages. This implies that the formal school system is still the
institution with education primacy.

Perhaps because of this finding, among other reasons,the Na-
tional Manpower and Youth Council (NMYC) was establishedin the
early seventiesto take chargeof the nonformal education sector. The
effectiveness of NMYC programsshould become-evident in the IRe-

= racy performance of the older population groups in the 1980 Census
and subsequent censuses.

III. HYPOTHESIS

Basedon the above,two hypothesescanbe submitted:

(a) Literacy rate and the combined grosselementary and second-



TABLE 2

LITERACY RATE OF .THE POPULATION BY SELECTED MINIMUM AGES, BY SEX
1960 AND 1970

BOTH SEXES . MALE FEMALE

Year lO Years 15 Years 25 Years 10 Years 15 Years 25 Years 10 Years 15 Years 33 Years

Old and OM and Old and Old and OM and OM and OM and Old and Old and
Over Over Over Over Over Over Over Over Over

Z

F
1960 72.1 71.9 64.5 73.6. 74.2 68.8 70.6 69.5 60.6 O

1970 83.4 82.6 77.7 84.6 84.3 80.5 82.2 80.9 74.3
-I-ra
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Source of basic data: Nationa_Census and Statistics Office, Census of Population and Housing, 1960, 1970. __.
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ary schoolsenrollment rate. are longitudinally correlated in
the Philippine experience; and

(b) Given this relationship, the combined grosselementary and
secondary schoolsenrollment rate may be used to estimate
literacy rate.

IV. CONCEPTS

Literacy rate is defined, usually for censuspurposes,as the per-
centageof the population which can, with understanding, both read
and write a simple messageabout everyday life. Thus, a personwho
can read but not write or vice versa is not consideredliterate. The
standardformula of literacy rate may he stated as:2

Ri - Li X 100
Pi

where Ri = literacy rate of age group i (usually ten years old
and over)

L i = number of literatesof agegroup i
Pi = population of agegroup i

Enrollment is defined in the Glossary of Education Terms as
the total number of pupils or students who have registered as of
September 1 in a given school year. a The formula for combined

gross elementary and secondary schools enrollment rate may be
given as:

G - E+S X 100
16

i-7

where G = gross enrollment rate
E = elementary school enrollment
S = secondary school enrollment

Pi = population of agegroup / (where i = 7.to 16 years)

2. Forpurposesof thispaper,the minimumageusedis tenyearsold.
3. Glossoryof EducationTerms,TechnicalWorkingGroupon Educatioq

andManpowerStatistics,1982.Mimeographed.
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Being a "gross" measure, the enrollment rate may include over-
aged and underagedstudents in the numerator, although its denom-•
inator covers the population of a specific agegroup.

V. METHODOLOGY

The following were done to test the hypotheses.
I. Collection of enrollment statistics

Several sourcesof data on .elementary and secondary enrollment
were identified: the 1979 and 1980 editions of the MECStatistical

Bulletin and the Philippine. Enrollment Projection Program (PEPP),
both of the Ministry of Education and Culture Office of the Planning
Service (MEC, OPS); and the 1979, 1980, and 1981 editions of the
Philippine Statistical Yearbook of the National Economic and Devel-.
opmcnt Authority (NEDA) (refer .to Table 3). From SY 1949-50 to
SY 1966-67, data were taken from the 1979. Philippine.Statistical
Yearbook. In the next Segmentof the time series, between SY 1967-
68 and SY 1971-72, the statistics of the 1979 MEC Statistical Bulle-
tin were used. Enrollment figures between SY 1972-73 and SY 1978-
79' were lifted from the PEPP tables. For SY 1979-80, the enroll-
ment level reported by the 1980 MEC Statist/ca/Bulletin was used.

2. Collection and adjustment of population data for enrollment
rate4

The population aged 7 to 16 years constitutes the denominator
for combined gross elementary and secondary schools enrollment
rate. Population estimates for this agegroup, however, are not readi-
ly available from the National Census and Statistics Office (NCSO),
which is the official source of population data.

The usual procedure for deriving the estimates of the 7-16 popu-
iationis to break down population figures that are reported in five-
year age groups into single ages.This is done by using a set of coeffi-
cients called the Sprague Multiplier, "a 6 term fifth difference oscu-
latory formula" (Shryock et al. 1971)that maintains given popula-
tion totals while arriving at single age values. Single ageestimates of
from 7 to 16 year_ can then be summed to obtain the enrollment
rate denominator.

. 4. Thanksaredueto Ms.Lydia Baalof theNCSOwhoprovidedtheproce-
durefor the•adjustmentprocess.
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TABLE 3
COMBINED ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS'

ENROLMENT BY SOURCE: .....
SY1949-50 TO SY1979-80

Combined Elementary and SecondarySchools Enrollment
School Year

I II III I V/V Vl

49-50 4,260,815 a ....
50-51 4,367,971a - - - -

51-52 4,509,659a ....

52-53 4,141,774 a ....

53.54 4,050,827 - 4,050,827 - -
54-55 4,004,285 ....
55.56 4,042,824 ....
56-57 4,221,687 ....

57-58 4,289,853 ....

58.59 4,558,208 - 4,558,208 - -
59-60 4,762,287 ....
60-61 4,808,045 ....
61-62 5,100,627 ....
62-63 5,584,394 ....

63-64 6,109,332 - 6,109,332 - -
64-65 6,539,460 6,539,460 - - -
65-66 6,909,985 6,909,985 - - -
66-67 7,398,208 7,398,208 ....

67-68 7,745,848* 7,705,848* - 7,773,157 -
68-69 8,115,086 8,115,086 8,206,197 8,206,197 --
69-70 8,351,842 8,351,842 8,446,857 8,446,857 -

70-71 8,589,536 8,589,536 8,688,364 8,688,364 -
71-72 8,727,432 8,727,432 8,802,654 8,802,654 -

72-73 8,950,105 b 8,937,820 8,897,721 8,888,724 8,888,739
73-74 9,306,948 b 9,210,693 9,167,087 9,167,087 9,189,453
74-75 9,585,987 b 9,591,737 9,541,425 9,541,425 9,526,251
75-76 9,900,699 b 9,944,094 9,888,986 9,888,986 9,922,900
76-77 - - 10,316,67710,316,677 10,195,005

77-78 - - 10,558,10110,558,101 10,561,579

78-79 - - 10,999,078I0,997,223c I0,999,078

79-80 - - 10,994,229I0,994,229d I0,999,078
,=u

- Not available

a Only UP is includedin State Collegesand Universities.
b Enrollment figuresfor UP, State CollegesandUniversitiesareprojected.
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The distribution of the population by five-year age groups Is
therefore crucial in obtaining the estimates of the population baseof
enrollment rate. Data, however, are available only in census years
(1939, 1948, 1960, 1970, 1975, and 1980). For intercensal years,
only total population estimates, as of july, are prepared by the
NCSO. In order to derive annual five-year age group estimates, the

growth rates of estimates of each five-year age group between two
consecutive censuseswere computed (and assumed constant through-
out the intercensal period); using the formula:

r_= ) -- X 100%
Poi

where ri = annual growth rate of five-year agegroup i
Poi = population of five-year agegroup i at baseperiod 0

(or the earlier censal year)
Pll = population of five-year age group i after a period

of time from base period 0 (i.e. the later censal
year)

t = time elapsed (in years) between Pli and Poi

The set of growth rates obtained in the above equation were then
used to derive the "preliminary" July estimate of each agegroup, as
t was incremented for each iteration to the time elapsed from 0, i.e.

EQ 2: Pii = Poi X (ri + 1)t

where Pii = the population of agegroup i at yearj
Pol = population of five-year agegroup i at base period 0
r i = annual growth rate of five-year agegroup i
t = time elapsed (in years) between Pii and Poi
i = an intercensal year between 0 and 1 of EQI.

c Projected.
d Actual.Source:1980 MECStatisticalBulletin.
* The differencebetweenthe figuresis due to a discrepancyin the reported

enrollmentof theBureauof PublicSchools:6,176,737in the 1979Statistical-
Yearbookand6,136,737inthe1980StatisticalYearbook.

Sourcesof data:
I. NEDA, 1979PhilippineStatisticalYearbook

I1. NEDA, 1980PhilippineStatisticalYearbook
II1. NEDA, 1981PhilippineStatisticalYearbook
IV. SY1967-68to SY1978-79:MEC,1979StatisticalBulletin.5Y1979-80:

MEC,1980StatisticaBulletin.
V. MEC,PhilippineEnrollmentProjectionProgram(PEPP).
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These age group estimates were then summed up for each year
n

(;g Pf for every j). Subsequently, percentage shares (Pf/'_Pi) of th_
I=1

various age groups were computed. Completing this step, the per-
centages were multiplied by their corresponding estimates of total
population which are separately prepared by the NCSO. The result-

ing figures were regarded as the "final" five-year agegroup estimates,
the sum total of which was equal to the_annual total population
estimates of the NCSO.

3. Computation of combined gross elementary and secondary
schools enrollment rate

Combined gross elementary and secondary schools enrollment
rates were computed by taking the sum of elementary and secondary

enrollments and dividing it by the population estimate for that
school year (Table 4).

4. Estimation of the literacy rate

While annual estimates of enrollment rate are readily available,
literacy rates are generated only in census years. The logistic curve
equation that was developed to set annual Plan targets for literacy
rate was used to produce annual estimates from 1.939 to 2000 (see
Table 5).

The procedure for deriving the parameter values of the logistic
curve model for literacy rate is as follows: Given the equation

K
L t -

1 +e fa+btj

where L t = literacy rate at timet
K = the asymptote (in this case,K = 100)
a, b = L intercept and slope, respectively
t = elapsed time in years

The usual manner of deriving a and b (and sometimes K) is to take
three values of Lt which are equidistant or in which the number of
years between consecutive Lt values are equal, e.g. L2, L 1, and L o.

To geta, lett = 0 so that

L.0 = K
1 +eS
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TABLE 4

COMBINED GROSS ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
ENROLLMENT RATE, SY1953-54 TO SY1977-78 AND LITERACY RATE,

1956 TO 1980

Combined Gross

Sctiool Yeor Elementory ond Yeor Literacy Rote
Secondory Schools
Enrollment Rote

1953-54 68.39 1956 69.71
1954-55 65.71 1957 70.80
1955.56 64.48 1958 71.86
1956-57 65.45 1959 72.90
1957-58 64.64 1960 73.91
1958-59 66.76 1961 74.90
1959-60 67.80 1962 75.86
1960-61 66.35 1963 76.80
1961-62 67.94 1964 77.71
1962-63 71.81 1965 78.60
1963-64 75.92 1966 79.46
1964-65 78.36 1967 80.29
1965-66 79.94 1968 81.10
1966-67 82.62 1969 81.88
1967-68 83,80 19'70 82.64
1968-69 85.41 1971 83.37
1969-70 85.01 1972 84.08
1970-71 84.47 1973 84.76
1971-72 83.60 1974 85.42
1972-73 82.47 1975 86.05
i973-74 83.29 1976 86.66
1974-75 84.36 1977 87.25
1975-76 86.04 1978 87.82
1976-77 87.25 1979 88.36
1977-78 89.31 1980 88.89
1978-79 91.99 1981 89.39
1979-80 91.03 1982 89.87
m
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TABLE 5
LITERACY RATE, 1939-1980 100

(Estima_d by logisticcu_e), Lt = 1 + e0.0486- 0.0519t

Year t Literacy RoN Year t L/terocy Ro_ P/on Torge_
iJ

1939 0 48.79 1970 31 82.64
1940 I 50.08 1971 32 83.37
1941 2 51.38 1972 33 84.08
1942 3 52.67 1973 34 84.76

1943 4 53.97 1974 35 85.42
1944 5 55.25 1975 36 86.05 86.1
1945 6 56.53 1976 37 86.66 86.7

1946 7 57.80 1977 38 87.25 87.3
1947 8 59.06 1978 39 87.82 87.8
1948 9 60.31 1979 40 88.36 88.4
1949 10 61.55 1980 41 88.89 88.9
1950 11 62.77 1981 42 89.39 89.5
1951 12 63.97 1982 43 89.87
1952 13 65.16 1983 44 90.33
1953 14 66.33 1.984 45 90.79
1954 15 67.48 1985 46 91.20
1955 16 68.61 1986 47 91.61
1956 17 69.71 1987 48 92.00 92.1
1957 18 70.80 1988 49 92.37
1958 19 71.86 1989 50 92.73
1959 20 72.90 1990 51 93.07 93.1
1960 21 73.91 1991 52 93.40
1961 22 74.90 1992 53 93.71
1962 23 75.86 1993 54 94.01
1963 24 76.80 1994 55 94.30
1964 25 77.71 1995 56 94.57
1965 26 78.60 1996 57 94.83
1966 27 79.46 1997 58 95.08
1967 28 80.29 1998 59 95.32
1968 29 81.10 1999 60 95.54
1969 30 81.88 2000 61 95.76 95.8

J_ ii i

\
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K
Thus, a = /n (_--1)

To derive the value for b1, a technique is used in which the diffe-
rences between the reciprocals of consecutive L values are equated.

Let 1 1 _ 1 1 so that
L2 L1 L1 Lo

1 1 e a+2b e a+b

L 2 L 1 K K
1 = or

1 1 e a+b e a

L1 l o K K

This should result in b = In (1/L 2 - ,ILl )/(1/L1 -- l/L0). (See
Yamane 1967.)

However, the available input data for L in this caseare not equi-
distant; literacy rates were generated for the following censusyears:
1939, 1948, 1960, and 1970. Therefore, another technique has to be
used in which the equation is transformed into a linear equation.

K
Thus: L t -

1 + e a +Dr

K
---. = 1 +e a+bt

Lt

K = ] = e a + bt

Lt
K

In (--- - 1) TM a+bt
Lt

Let L't = In (__K _ 1)
Lt

so thatL_= a+bt

In this form, the least squares method can be applied to get a and
b values, regardlessof the distance among L values.

n _ tL_ ]Ct_CL_Thus: b =
n _, t2 - (_t) 2
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and

Using the figures of literacy rate in Table 1 (1939: t = 0), the lo-
gistic curveequation isderived as:

100
Lr =

1 + e°-°486 - 0,0519t
5. Correlation

The values of literacy rate and the combined grosselementary
and secondary schools enrollment rate were plotted in a scatter
diagram with enrollment rate at the X axis and literacy rate at the Y
axis (seeChart 1). To accommodate the two-year delay in the publi-
cation of enrollment statistics, an equivalent lag was introduced in
the model. For instance, literacy rate for 1978 was aligned with the
enrollment rate of SY 1975-76.

An initial glance at the chart showsthat the trend appearsto zig-
zag. Since literacy rate is derived by logistic curve, its path inexor-
ably rises.Enrollment data, on the other hand, are derived from ad-
ministrative reporting forms of the Ministry of Education andCul-
ture, so that its level is subject to the vacillations of economic and
demographicelements.

These considerationsallow misgivingsthat the relation between
the two variables may be spurious after all. However, deeper exami-
nation of the trend indicates that, if one dropped the first four ob-
servations, there would be a definite risingcurve in the ordered pairs
of literacy rate and grossenrollment rate. Moreover, the first four
observations, which are equivalent to SY 1949-50 to SY 1952-53 of
the enrollment rate series,may be caused by disruptions in the nor-
mal relationship between the relevant agegroup and the enrollment
population. It may be speculatedthat the years immediately succeed-
ing World War II saw extremely high enrollment rates because of
delayed and overagedstudents who were unable to attend school in
the war years. This would explain the high enrollment levels relative
to low literacy rates in the years mentioned. The tapering Off of
enrollment rate at the start of the enrollment rate serieswould be

reflective of the gradual stabilization in enrollment ratesas the de-
layed enrollees were graduated from the school system by meansof
acceleratedprograms.5

5. Another reason for dropping off the first four school years from the ob-



CHART 1
SCATTER DIAGRAM OF COMBINED GROSS ELEMENTARY AND

SECONDARY SCHOOLS ENROLLMENT RATE AND LITERACY RATE
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After deliberating these issues,it was decided to compute for a
linear correlation coefficient. The coefficient of determination was

also calculated, and the t-test wasusedto test the significanceof the
relationship. The results of the computations, including the values
of the linear equation, are given in the next section.

VI. PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS

The relationshipbeingtested here between literacy rate and com-
binedgrosselementary and secondaryschoolsenrollment rate had 25
observations.The coefficient of correlation for the linear model is

computed at 0.9391 and its corresponding coefficient of determi-
nation, which is the degree of variation exhibited by literacy rate
that can be explained by or attributed to changesin the enrollment
rate, is 0.8819. The computed t at 13.1059 is found to be significant
at _ = 0.001 (t = 3.792).

The equation of the model may be expressedas:
Lt= 31.8291 + 0.6327Xt_2

where L t = literacy rate at time t

Xt-2 = combined gross elementary and secondary
schools enrollment rate at time t - 2.

VII. LIMITATIONS

The limitations of the study are mainly concerned with the qual-
ity and scarcity of the data inputs. The gap in the availability of lite-
racy data led to the use of the logistic curve equation to generatethe
needed annual figures. In effect, the present model is rooted in statis-
tics derived from a model which it actually seeksto improve.

It is also unfortunate that the absenceof a published figure for
literacy rate (basedon the 1980 Censusof Population and Housing)
and the lack of agreement in its definition6 preclude a way in which
the methodology submitted here may beverified.

Enrollment data for the same school years, on the other hand,
had different reported figures, although all publications cite the

servationsof the correlationis that enrollmentlevelsdo not includethoseof
statecollegesanduniversitiesasidefrom UP.(Referto the footnoteinTable3.)

6. The MEC publishesliteracydata basedon schoolattendanceor non-
attendance.
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Ministry of Education and Culture as their primary source of data.
This problem resulted in several shifts in the growth of the enroll-
ment series.

Sincea model is only as good as itsdata inputs, the poor quality
of the data has serious implicatibns on the accuracy of the model
itself relativeto the reality it attempts to describe.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Based on its results, this study may be deemedto have validated
the hypothesized relationship. |ts theoretical significance is in repli-
cating, in a sense,the relationship reported by McGranahan in his
study. The difference, however, lies in the fact that while the corre-
lation matrix done in the earlier study used inter-country data for a
singlepoint in time, the present researchshowsthat the relationship
between enrollment and literacy rates still holds using time series
data for a singlecountry.

Another value of the study is that, with the estimating equation,
it is now possibleto estimate the level of literacy rate_given the value
of combined gross elementary and secondary schools enrollment
rate. The policy implication of this is that the equation may beused
to derive estimates of the budgetary allocations for enrollment that
would causea unit increasein literacy rate.

In conclusion, it needsto be stressedthat the study ismerely an
initial attempt to construct a simple model which would estimate the
level of output from input or intermediate variablesthat are tractable
to manipulation by policymakers. More intensive and sophisticated
studies are called for to discover the interrelationships among an
array of variablestogether with the direction and magnitude of their
causality, so that understanding of the social aspectsof development
will be enhanced.

IX. RECOMMENDATION

As part of the process to improve the estimation of literacy rate,
it is recommended that another model be developed which is closer
to the operational reality in collecting literacy data. In the section on
Analysis of Literacy Rate, it wasstated that Grade 4 wasConsidered
the cut-off point beyond which students were automatically record-
ed as literate. From this fact, the following model may be conceived:
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L t = aL t- 1 + _Et

where L = number of literates
E = number of Grade 4 enrollees

= survival rate of the literate population
(10 years old and over)

/3 = survival rate of the 10-year-old population

In this model, the number of literate persons is considered as the Sum
of the stock of surviving literates in the previous year, e.g., a census
year, and the number of Grade 4 pupils in the current year who sur-
vive.
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